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Free Essay: Henrietta Lacks is not a common household name, yet in the scientific and medical world it has become
one of the most important and talked names.

Rebecca became very interested and wanted to know more, but at the end of class the professor told her that
there this very little information on Henrietta. Indeed, this would make her children feel less of outcasts in the
church and see them properly incorporated as members who strictly observe the religious guidelines held by
the church. Henrietta did not know that her doctor took a sample of her cancer cells a few months before she
died. Ultimately, this book is the result. Although doctors there agreed to examine these patients, it is
questionable how thorough and genuine they were throughout the examination The procedure required
samples of her cervix to be removed. Pick 3 subjects the author writes about and create a sentence dealing
with that particular subject that helps reveal possible themes for the novel. On the other hand, public good
generates a sense of contentment to the individual, which can spread to the rest of society. HeLa Cells are the
first immortal human cells. Through time it has become widely known because of its translations into many
languages. The second section, death, focuses on the events that happened after Henrietta herself passed away,
the official cause of death being blood poisoning from a buildup of toxins. He is a scholar. Henrietta herself
cannot continue to learn and change and grow, though her cells and her memory still live on. Eventually, a
large number of the men died, and an even larger number infected their wives and children, causing numerous
health problems. Additionally, Rebecca is remarkably tenacious in getting ahold of the Lacks family members.
Lawrence Wharton Jr. Second, she addresses the issue of how her cells were used without her or her family 's
knowledge and finally how it affected her family If they chose to be upfront with Henrietta about her
treatment as well as the time she had left, they would need to walk her through the emotional turmoil of
dealing with this information Lastly, it is also possible that Henrietta's doctors may have forgotten to tell her
this information, or may have thought that one of the other people who offered her care had told her. Her
infamous story began when doctors began treating Henrietta with radium and took tissue samples from her
cervix without her knowing This was due to their rapidity of replication and the fact that they never really
died. It is a story of humanity and the effects sickness can have on a family. According to a good majority of
the clergy the sanctity of life is not respected when any scientists modify cellular functions or manipulate their
physiology. I think that George and Margaret Gey are dedicated researchers trying to improve the world of
science. This line of immortal cells has helped advance science in ways beyond compare. My integrative paper
delved into how literature has prepared its contemporary reader for death and how it contributes to existential
concerns In fact, the cells are bought and sold all over the world where they generate quite a fortune in profits
for the researchers. It captured the HeLa discoveries from beginning to end. Most significantly, Henrietta
would not have developed cervical cancer if she were not born with a cervix. The progress has been marked
with public resistance, paradigm shifts in the economic scene as well as redefined bases of political power.
The purpose of our study was to collect human specimens including blood, tissue, and stool from patients who
had the medical condition as well as from a cohort of healthy control patients Do their actions have
consequences.


